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April: Pink Moon

#TBTM
#CHEEERSRECVOERYCENTER

#throwbacktreasuredmemories

SOMEBODY NEEDS
SOMEONE; WE ARE
ALL SOMEBODY TO
SOMEONE

April's full moon is
known as the Pink Moon,
but don't be fooled into
thinking it will turn pink.
It's actually named after
pink wildflowers, which
appear in the US and
Canada in early spring.
DID YOU KNOW?
This moon is also known
The beginning of this week will see the next full moon,
as Egg Moon, due to
known as the Flower Moon; brighten our skies the day
spring egg-laying
after the second bank holiday weekend of the month.
season. Some coastal
The first blue moon of the year was a spectacular
sight, dubbed the 'super blue blood moon'. Falling on
tribes referred to it as
January 31st, it was the product of three different
Fish Moon because it
phenomena: it was a super moon, a blue moon and a
appeared at the same
blood moon. While many said it was the first to be
time as the shad
seen in 152 years, other contested the fact, leading to
swimming upstream.
a division among scientists. Stargazers were also
treated to two full moons in March: as well as the first
When? April 30

Highlight of OUR
CHEEERS Team – April
2018

full moon on the night of March 1, we saw another full
moon on March 31. As it was the second full moon of
the month, it was a blue moon – the second of 2018.
The moon is the largest and brightest object in our
night sky and has enchanted and inspired mankind for
centuries. We will be giving all the moon names next
to the months. Hope you enjoy this education.

Meet Our KickBallers

#Lola #Jimmy #Rennie
#Gabriel #Joe #Renae
#Darren #Jiren
#Timothy #Jimmy
#Juanita #James

New Advisory Council
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TUG A WAR – WINNERS
GREEN TEAM!
Written by- Adrianna D
Adrianna experienced life on the streets getting her into a lot of
mischief and putting her in high risk situations. Knowing that she
masked her emotions while finding every negative outcome to
forget. She is punishing herself reflecting about being arrested.
Adrianna understands her bad choices that turned to haunting
thoughts. My unhappiness turned my life upside down with full blown
addiction, in addition to a mental illness that somehow created a
distance from my personal responsibilities.
Adrianna became fearful about ending up in jail or prison all
over not addressing her emotions. Neither her friends nor family
could help take or remover barriers. They suggested endless
solutions that meant nothing. She felt lost; confused in a deep dark
place that she couldn’t find her way out of her own self destructive
behaviors. Adrianna seems to be having thought of this scripture
Matthew 5:39 judgments from all yet I am the only one being openly
judged. She wasn’t trying hard enough or never trying to change...
Only surviving for the next fix to stop the voices.
Adrianna had determined that enough time had passed in
depression, despair, and now found the desire to change and to
take back her life. Homelessness, drugs, and the fast pace lifestyle
lost the appealing affect. Having to run from her past she was tired
of her negative self-talk beating her down daily, lowering her selfworth. She has had ENOUGH and is ready to fight for change.
Where could she turn to for help? First she needed to accept she
was at her rock bottom.
That tiny voice came up sharing the conviction that her past
trauma was due to her, causing her to continue to run away. This
motivated her to press forward to taking a chance on a different way
to freedom. She felt that she missed enough opportunities to regain
respect from her family, friends, and her child. The drive has her
wanting to be educated about her mental wellness and learning to
live with a purpose. During this time she has been blessed to enroll
in CHEEERS day center that helps her work through her struggles.
She can honestly see what she had become and never wants to
return to that way of life. Taking the guidance and participating in
groups from CHEEERS programs has been beneficial to her. She
shares that she can talk about her experiences that became over
bearing while she was living on the streets. Adrianna shares that she
wants to help others that suffer. She wants to be a spokeswomen
letting others know there are others willing to help. Never has she
thought this would be where she ended up at. Thank you CHEEERS
for never giving up on me and being so kind and never turning me
away. Change is Possible
2016- Unable to

Cope or Change

Written by --Rick Parsons

Adrianna was thrilled that CHEEERS
wanted to honor her achievement in receiving
a 2yr Chip from NA. This excitement led
Adrianna to feel energized at the 12 step
meeting where she received her chip, which
inspired her to reach out to a newcomer and
give him the support and hope that he
needed most at that moment. Adrianna
sharing her story of hope inspired another
member of the group to also share his story
and build even further upon Adrianna’s story
to give even more hope and inspiration to the
newcomer. This is what recovery is all about.
It is about the support and inspiration we
both give and take. It is about this type of
paying it forward so that another can share in
our achievements and be inspired and
determined to make their own achievements
so that they too can carry on the tradition of
recovery through fellowship, through loving
kindness, through mutual support, and
through the good and the bad we no longer
go through on our own. Because we have
people like Adrianna in the world today who
want their recovery to make a difference for
others, to be of service to others in whatever
way possible. And this is why we celebrate
her sobriety birthday and honor her recovery,
and why it also is a celebration of all those to
come after her as well. Congratulations and
thank you, Adrianna.
–Rick Parsons

2018- Working
towards her
Goals and
recreating a
healthy lifestyle
and going for her
Dreams
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May: Flower Moon
Spring has officially sprung by the
time May arrives, and flowers and
colorful blooms dot the landscape.
This moon is also known as Corn
Planting Moon, as crops are sown in
time for harvest, or Bright Moon
because this full moon is known to be
one of the brightest. Some people
refer to it as Milk Moon.
When? May 29 (it will peak at 15:19)

Newsletter - Removing the stigma while sharing
encouragements-strength and HOPE
Group #2- 1pm-230pm
Tuesdays and Saturdays

June: Strawberry Moon
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This moon is named after the beginning of the strawberry picking season. It's other names are Rose Moon,
Hot Moon, or Hay Moon as hay is typically harvested around now.
This moon appears in the same month as the summer solstice, the longest day of the year (June 21) in which
we can enjoy approximately 17 hours of daylight.
When? June 28

.
Monthly Celebrations

What is your seed
of recovery look
like? How do you
nurture your
seed?
Peers this is very
important to
complete with a
staff! Please seek
US out!

July: Thunder Moon
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Named due to the prevalence of summer thunder storms. It's sometimes referred to as
the Full Buck Moon because at this time of the year a buck's antlers are fully grown.
When? July 27

CHEEERS adds Family Peer
Support and welcomes Lisa Z !
Welcome to the Team Lisa! We are happy that you joined
the CHEEERS team.
In Lisa’s words

My title is Family and Community Services
Coordinator Family members/natural supports only
and the attendees have to be 18 years and older. It
will be held every Tuesday and Thursday evening
from 6 pm to 7 pm. I hung a few flyers up in
building 5 and will put more up in building 7 today
but attached a copy here for you to get an idea. We
will have guest speakers on a wide range of topics
including Medication assisted treatment, Naloxone,
Opiate use disorders etc. My title is Family and
Community Services Coordinator so will be handling
incoming referrals, etc. Rick will also be assisting
with scheduling speakers, facilitating groups etc.

July 4th celebration hosted on July 3rd

Monthly Celebrations July 27th

Written by- Corbora Craigs
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Written - Donald Collins

CHEEERS
SemiFormal
PROM
2018
Under the
Sea
July 17th
Watching newsletter participation during groups. Their determination to
provide ways to share their stories from the first day is honorable, cherished,
and uplifting. I am super PROUD of each one of you who made this possible!
Your abilities to bring awareness front and centered are tremendous
experience a facilitator can dream for! I appreciate ALL your hard work and
your powerful stories you are willing to let go and great self-care!
Each one of you is very important to CHEEERS just like your fellow peers. You
HAVE what it takes to be reliable, respectful adults that showed your talents
and enhances them to fulfill your personal moments and possible goals.
Inspiring a balance takes work you all showed me a lesson or maybe two!
The way you all supported each other and shared to all during the process
was a sight to see that brought CHEEERS together! Even though I did not
personal get to know you all prior to this group! Just let me thank you for
being leaders and having your own personal opinions.
Congratulations – You all are my somebodies
someone. Latisha

